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Abstract: This poem is brought from Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay), and it seems to be written by woman 

writer. The researchers utilized 16 letters from 833rd to 848th characters in order to translate the poem. At first it is the translation 
through the meaning of Chinese character. The next is the interpret of Tcheonzamun poem through the modified Korean 
pronunciation of Chinese character. The theme is "I desire that my husband is sympathetic to me!" by the Maeg wife more than 2500 
years ago. 
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PRACTITIONER POINTS 
At first, translate a Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) poem of 16 Chinese characters through Korean 

pronunciation. It is important to search for modern Korean language which is similar to the original Korean pronunciation of the 
Chinese characters. While the first interpret is stronger than the second translation, both translations have similar expression. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
It was suggested that Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) had been more than 2500 years ago written by the 

people of Maeg country [1]. Dallet [2] wrote that Tcheonzamun had been utilized for instructing children in Tsin(Qin) empire. And 
previous to Tsin empire, there was Tsin(Qin, Ch'in) country in the period of 600 B.C. [3].  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The researcher’s utilized common Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) book published in Korea [4, 5]. This 

poem is composed of 16 letters from 833rd to 848th characters of Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay). 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The two people, Hyeonhi and Augustin, among the researchers thank deeply to Lord JESUS! Because He has given the two 

people this translation of Tcheonzamun poem. This poem is brought from Tcheonzamun; it seems to be written by woman writer. At 
first it is the translation through the meaning of Chinese character. 
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Number of the letter, Chinese characters, Translation through Chinese character 
 

833-836 紈 扇 圓 潔 I will prepare a fan with silk in order to make clean the large place. 

 
 

837-840 銀 燭 (火+韋) 煌 No it is not so. Getting angry easily man like the emperor must previously change into the good man the 

man of mild character in order to make the candle light beautiful silver color. Here, the candle signified the wife, the Maeg wife. 
 
Will the relation be good between the wife and the husband solely by the endeavor of the wife? I, the wife, am small like the 

candle fire. While you, my husband, are great like the heaven. You, my husband, must do well to me, in order for me your wife to 
become a good wife. 
 

841-844 晝 眠 夕 寐 Do you want to sleep comfortably at night? You must treat well by looking after your wife in the daytime. 

 
"You, my husband, would at night take a delight rest from the tiredness on daytime! And do you want me, your wife, to look 

warmly at you?" "But you are angry with me, how can I everyday live joyfully with this condition?" 
 

845-848 藍 筍 象 床 Does little seedling want to become the green things such as the heaven, the sea, the forest? It is very difficult 

to be done: The small thing such as bed of wood change into the great thing such as elephant. Is it possible to be done? No, it is not 
possible. 

 
Augustin can find out the attitude of the woman writer of this Tcheonzamun poem from his wife Hyeonhi. "LORD amen! 

Thank you! I am treated better than I really deserve to be treated. Therefore I thank you, the LORD of us two people amen!" 
 
The next is the interpret of Tcheonzamun poem through the modified Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. 
 
Number of the letter, Chinese characters, Modern Korean language in English, Translation 
 

833-836 紈 扇 圓 潔    'Ham Se' Neun Wen Geol 

 
Far from saying that 'Yes, My Darling, I will do that' 
 

837-840 銀 燭 (火+韋) 煌    "Eo Zzae!"  "Eo Heo!" 

 
You often rebuke to me, your wife, and you are angry to me, and you say to me, "What are you going to say now?", "I can 

not agree to you, I do not like your attitude!"  
 

841-844 晝 眠 夕 寐 “Zu Myeon Seong Nae!” 

 
If I with my favor give you something, you always make angry to me. 

 

845-848 藍 筍 象 床 “Am Soo Neun Ssang Ssang!” 

 
You and I am one pair of couple being the husband and the wife! My Darling! Why do you treat me, your wife, so roughly? 

My Darling, you are my Heaven! Therefore please love me, your wife, and look after me more kindly! I desire that you are sympathetic 
to me!  
  

Actually Augustin has continued to behave similarly to his beautiful wife, Hyeonhi. 
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